Math Proves God Exists
“God” is a Being beyond our understanding that is responsible for life.
A young child knows his Mother in many ways and has an intimate relationship
with her Mother and Mother gives the child what is needed for the child's well
being. Sometimes the child likes it, and sometimes not.
Hopefully, as the child grows older the child may understand the Mother better
and the relationship with Mother grows ever stronger.
BUT, will the child ever fully understand the Mother? I doubt it.
I believe this is a good analogy or metaphor for our relationship with GOD.
“Prove” means demonstrate the truth of something based on our best evidence
and our assumptions and our interpretations of the evidence.
“Science” is our understanding of the world we live in based on some evidence
we have collected and interpreted and made assumptions about.
Fact of Life: In the 20th Century many Scientists came to believe that
Science proved that there is no such thing as God.
They believe the physical universe is governed by natural laws that produced
what we call life by purely physical processes.
And, they believe that is all there is to it! Their religion is “athiesm”.
Scientists developed a Theory of Evolution which they believe demonstrates the
above statement that life is a purely physical process that developed naturally
based on the physical processes scientists understand.
Some became what they call “athiests”. Ex. Dawkins and Evolution.
Hubris (excessive pride or self-confidence) creates Ignorance of Truth.
Many Scientists believe that Science proves God does not Exist.
WRONG!
Here's why.
There are actually TWO Proofs that God exists based on Math.

First, what is Math?

Math is short for Mathematics.

Math essentially is a collection of a bunch of Axiomatic Systems whereby various
Theorems are proven based on the Axioms for each system.
For Example, 2 + 3 equals 5 in some Axiomatic Systems and 0 or 1 in two other
Axiomatic Systems. All three Axiomatic Systems are equally valid Math systems.
The Pythagorean Theorem is true in the Axiomatic System called Euclidean
Geometry and NOT TRUE in an infinite number of other Axiomatic Systems
called Non-Euclidean Geometries. Indeed, we live in one of them!
Math is a Universal Language which is used to create Math Models for
many things including Science.
A Science Theory is based on a Math Model which describes some phenomena.
A Science Theory is considered valid if it explains experiments and observations.
Science consists of a bunch of Science Theories.
Where did Science go Wrong?
Scientist's made an Assumption in 1905 that the only Stuff that exists is
physical stuff that can not travel faster than the speed of light, c.
This was the basis of Einstein's Relativity Theories and their Math Models.
Other Science Models were also developed in the 20th Century called Quantum
Theories. Much modern technology derives from Quantum Theory.
It turned out that in Quantum Theory Models there was assumed to be Stuff that
travels faster than the speed of light. See De Broglie and Bell's Theorem.
These two marvelous Math Models, or Science Theories, Relativity and Quantum,
have been the basis of our modern technologies.
One embarassing problem. They contradict each other in critical situations.
The BAD Assumption was Einstein's that there is no Stuff that is nonphysical and travels faster than the speed of light!
The Quantum theorists could not overcome this Einsteinian Limit and had to
develop Quantum Theory in a very counter-intuitive way.
So bad it was, that the great Quantum physicist, Richard Feynman, said that
anyone who thinks s/he understands QED does not understand it.

Feynman was also very skeptical about some of the Math Models used in QED.
Fortunately, one great mainstream scientist in the 20 th Century
questioned this Einsteinian Limit.
The brilliant 20th Century and early 21st Century scientist, Dr. William Tiller, has
totally debunked this Bad Assumption.
https://www.tillerfoundation.org/ may be the most important website today.
There you may buy his four books on the subject, which is where I learned
Tiller's Theories, and read many White Papers.
First of all, Tiller has conducted several experiments that prove there are
phenomena unexplainable by conventional science.
Second, Tiller has created a Math Model which incorporates the Non-physical
stuff as well as the Physical stuff.
Third, Tiller's Science Model explains many of the so-called paranormal
phenomena Sapiens have observed throughout our history.
It is in the Non-physical part of the Universe where what we call God and
the Afterlife reside.
Time has no meaning here.
This is where Consciousness resides.
This is where your Soul resides.
Mainstream scientists deny the existence of this Non-physical part of our
Universe even though Tiller has Experiments to prove it.
Tiller's Math Models are sophisticated, but his experiments are easy to
understand.
So, now one can interpret many of the things many of our Religions teach us
thanks to Tiller's new Science.

And now, a second Math “proof” of God's existence is Life itself.
This is a Reductio ad Absurdum Proof.
This means we derive a contradiction to the assumption that life just originated
via understood physical processes.
The simplest life we know of is a Cell that can reproduce itself and is
controlled by a special Code embedded in its DNA.
A Cell is an extremely complex factory we are just beginning to understand.
We can not create such a complex factory with our best technologies.
The probability such a complex sophisticated factory just somehow appeared or
“evolved” from natural random chemical and physical processes is essentially
Zero. Yet, that is the Belief of modern biologists and scientists.
There is No Math Model or set of Experiments to validate that Belief.
Yes, Evolution does exist in a very limited form.
However, Evolution does not explain the creation of Life in the beginning.
And, Evolution probably does not explain the creation of different Species.
So, where did Life come from?
From something we don't understand very well, and we might call GOD.
James Tour: The Mystery of the Origin of Life is a good resource on this.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
Comments and Questions

Some historical Sapien perspective.
Historically, all Science Theories have explained a limited number of phenomena
and have been inadequate to explain others.
Galeleo started modern Science whereby we validate our science theories and
their Math Models via experiments and observations.
Newton's Physics, the first modern science theory was created in the 1600's
about 400 years ago covered Gravity and other Laws of Motion. and was the
beginning of our modern civilization.
It was great for explaining a wide variety of phenomina. But, it knew nothing
about Electricity and Magnetism.
Maxwell's Theory of Electro/Magnetism in the 1800's was inspired by Faraday's
brilliant experiments and led to modern Electricity we all take for granted.
cc
Newton had no concept of this whatsoever, nor did any Sapien at that time.
Newton was pretty humble and did believe in religion of the day.
Then Einstein's Special Relativity Theory overthrew Newton's Theory in 1905 so
far as our concept of Space and Time are concerned.
Time is not the same for everyone!
The faster you travel the slower time will be for you.
Indeed, time stands still for a photon traveling at the speed of light, c, which is
constant no matter who measures it.
Totally contradicts Newton's theory in the extreme cases, but is very close in
most cases we deal with in out technologies.
In 1915 Einstein created the General Theory of Relativity which totally
overthrew Newton's Theory involving the meaning of Gravity. It also showed
time is affected by gravity.
Indeed, we could not have the technology of GPS today without the two
corrections in time Einstein's two Relativity theories demand.
Then came Quantum Theory culminating in QED, the most successful theory that
explains virtually all non-nuclear effects such as chemistry and communications.
Then came the Standard Model to describe all physical particles and phenomena
including Nuclear. The Standard Model is pretty complicated, but has been
verified by many experiments.

One Problem.
Relativity Theory and Quantum Theory contradict each other in certain
situations. Oops.
This is one of the situations Scientists are grappling with today.
The Fundamental Assumption that is the Fatal Flaw in our current Science
Models is that the only Stuff that exists is Physical Stuff and must obey Einstein's
claim that it can not travel faster than the speed of light, c.
Quantum Theory has seriously questioned this in many ways including Bell's
Theorem.
What IF there is also some NonPhysical Stuff which does travel faster than the
Speed of Light, c?
Let's call this SupraPhysical Stuff.
Indeed, what if the SupraPhysical Stuff obeys a totally different Math Model, just
as Einstein's Model was radically different from Newton's Model.
A scientist I call the modern Galileo is named William Tiller.
Tiller has created a new Science Model which incorporates the Einstein and
Quantum Models, but goes much further in incorporates the SupraPhysical Stuff.
In Tiller's Model both the Physical and SupraPhysical Stuff interact with each
other. The SupraPhysical Stuff is where our Non-physical bodies reside.
Time does not have meaning in the SupraPhysical part of Tiller's Model.
Everything is based on Frequencies. Time and Frequency are sort of reciprocals
of each other.
The Tiller Model is quite sophisticated, but is based on well known Math
Systems.
Tiller was also a highly respected mainstream scientist in the Materials Field as
Stanford University and these Models were orginated there.
But, the best part is that Tiller and his small team have conducted a series of
experiments which validate his theories. You may learn about this at:
https://www.tillerfoundation.org/
Lord Kelvin. Earth only 20 to 100 million years old according to his Model.
What was lacking?

Radioactivity.

